Jan. 2, 2020
Dear President Trump:
Can you help with this issue?
We are demanding a satisfactory resolution to our claim.
Political bias and a political Civil War-type mentality in government agencies has precluded us from our Constitutional rights.
We have demanded, in writing to multiple State and Federal agencies, that an unbiased lawyer and CPA be provided by The
Government, to us, for this case but none has been provided.
Our team members qualify for free legal aid as low-income, senior, disabled, felony crime victims. The federal LSC
Corporation and public-interest law groups have stated that it is our right to receive such case legal assistance from The
Government.
We have contacted NOSSCR, LSC, Legal Aid societies, PDF, NADR, Bar Association, DOJ and all known local resources
provided, but none of those have been responsive to complex, low-income, case work like this case because they have been
intimidated by corrupt politicians that fear exposure. We have asked our contacts at 60 Minutes and other news outlets to
provide legal aid for us, in exchange for news coverage exclusives, but it is unclear if they will be responsive in time.
We have a highly productive domestic work record supported by many letters of reference from famous third-parties and a vast
amount of proof-of-work for government, corporate and family office clients and employers.
We have been friends with, and shared homes with, multiple White House and Senate staff and family members and some of
them have vouched for us on the record. We are Bi-Partisan and not affiliated with any political party, but: We hate political
corruption and have the connections and community organization contacts to fight it when it affects us and America.
There are numerous photos and videos published online of us getting hugs from, and hanging out with: Warren Buffet, Hillary
Clinton, Monica Lewinksy’s buddy, Mayor’s, Senator’s, Vice President’s of the United States, Congressional leaders and other
heads of State. There are multiple letters in our portfolio on White House letterhead from U.S. President’s and Vice Presidents
of both parties. We have provided authorized federal officials with some of our substantial law enforcement and investigator
credentials.
The toxic poisoning, life-time black-listing, tens of millions of dollars of fake news media character assassinations via Gawker/
Gizmodo/Google and web server attacks are liabilities that were financed and managed by government officials. Their actions
against us were politically so-ordered at White House-level, as proven by federal IC and law enforcement investigators.
One of the individuals that financed those public officials (one Mr. Mark Zuckerberg) made 27 billion dollars in personal profits
last year alone from exclusive government perks his political financing bought him. Mark’s cohorts: Larry Page, Eric Schmidt,
Steve Jurvetson, Elon Musk, Vinod Khosla, et al, (Now the subjects of over 120 State and Federal investigations) have been
proven by Congress to have “owned and controlled” the previous White House Administration. This group, and their associates,
were also the main financiers of, friends of, staffing suppliers of and beneficiaries of the Obama Administration. They also
happen to have paid the largest amount of bribes to government politicians in our region. “Ironic”? No jury in a court trial will
accept the argument that the failure to compensate us for our damages is “fair” based on the facts, metrics, damages comps,
references, legal precedents, news investigations, track record, law enforcement and technology accomplishments by us for our
Country!
We have been damaged by the actions of the California and United States Governments. We, and many others, have won cases
proving our points. We and “Whistle-blower Walter Tamosaitis” (easily found on web searches) were both Department of
Energy Whistle-blowers. Walter got $4.1 MILLION dollars for his whistle-blower work. We got ZERO DOLLARS and nothing
but punishing benefits blockades and benefit reductions. In fact, almost every person attacked by these people has received
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between $300,000.00 to $50 MILLION dollars in damages recoveries. We have received NOTHING and suffered more! One of
the people we helped get arrested sits around and drinks booze and collects over $150,000.00 per year in government
benefits...and they are an arrested crook! We are having a hard time seeing how we have been treated fairly in light of our public
service! We are hoping DOJ and your office can explain that to us!
Federal agencies have been proven in recent Congressional hearings to have been weaponized as political reprisal tools against
us. Our government submissions have been interpreted in a manner to harm our benefits because some Federal executives were
instructed to find ways to harm us through our benefits as political reprisal. That is a felony!
For example, some of us were awarded a Congressional contract award in the Iraq War Bill under the United States Congress.
We were one of the teams that were to build America's alternative energy back-up plan for the nation under the Department of
Energy. We fully executed our federal agreement and did not go bankrupt, did not embezzle funds, did not bribe California
politicians or get FBI- raided like our competitor: Solyndra! Shortly thereafter we became a federal witness in a national
embezzlement matter involving famous California and Washington DC politicians and over $900 billion dollars of energy
industry manipulations in the stock market. Part of this matter was featured on CBS News 60 Minutes investigative news
segments. We spoke with CBS news staff, including Bob Simon, Matt Mosk and many others in major news stories (ie: the
segments: "THE CLEANTECH CRASH", "CONGRESS TRADING ON INSIDER INFORMATION", "THE LOBBYISTS
PLAYBOOK" and investigations into hundreds of billions of dollars of stock market payola illicitly routed through Silicon
Valley tech companies). If the White House, at that time, had been charged for these stock market campaign payola crimes, The
President would have been forced out of office. Instead, the AG, Eric Holder, was impeached/Held-In-Contempt-Of Congress
and he had to leave office.
This is why the attacks on us have used so many intelligence community dirty-tricks oriented high-end schemes: To punish us
for helping law enforcement and because our companies competed with their stock market schemes by making their products
obsolete with better technology. There are now thousands of news and Congressional reports; from “Spygate”, to The IRS Lois
Lerrner case to the FBI McCabe case and a vast number of IG reports (Copies of which we have provided to Congress) about
government agencies being weaponized against citizens for political reprisals.
Compromised government staff used government resources to harm us, our health, our brand, our career and our benefits
because we helped halt one of the largest corruption schemes in modern American history.
If there is any doubt about this fact, Congressional leaders are invited to a public Congressional hearing with us, Christopher
Wray and David Johnson from the FBI, Mr. Rusco from the GAO and a number of Senators from Congressional Ethics,
Intelligence and Judiciary Committees who we will provide.
This case is still an active case via many federal law enforcement and regulatory agencies. Since our work with Department of
Energy and Government programs beginning in 2000 (Proven by signed NDA’s and emails), some of us were cellular-level
blood poisoned by exposure to toxic chemicals, compounds, powders and radioactive materials in our work environments for
the Department of Energy projects. It is unclear if this poisoning was intentional “Alexander Valterovich Litvinenko-like”
reprisal poisoning or accidental. We have yet to receive proper medical treatment for Cesium, Thorium overdose, microparticulant toxins, radical solvents, high energy EMF and the kinds of exotic materials from Department of Energy weapons and
energy labs, that we worked with on federal programs.
It is our understanding, from FBI-class federal investigators and private investigators, that well known California Senate
officials and well known White House officials ordered our benefits and rights to be blocked, delayed, obfuscated, denied and
otherwise harmed as political reprisal and retribution for our assistance to law enforcement. An XKEYSCORE-class data scan
of our entire records still finds no discussion of many of our submitted documents. It is as if part of our records were digitally
expunged in order to cover these crimes up.
Criminal forensic data has proven that digital manipulation of our files did occur and that government computers are regularly
hacked by many parties including the China 'Cloud Hopper' APT 10 group, currently under federal indictment and rumored to
have been engaged with the “Chinese Connections” at Dianne Feinstein’s office, and hundreds of domestic attack groups, some
of whom are hired by U.S. Senators. APT 10, and their peers, by the way, are known to have penetrated every Silicon Valley
venture capital office and every federal office related to these matters. They sell their acquisitions on The Dark Web and Fusion
GPS, Black Cube and related parties are known to buy some of those blackmail resources. A number of California and
Washington DC Senators and agency heads have already been arrested, indicted and/or removed from office in these matters.
Over 40 of our peers and associates in this matter (Rajeev Motwani, Gary D. Conley, Seth Rich, Dr. Epstein’s wife, David
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Goldberg, David Bird, Karl Slym, Doug Bourn, Ashley Turton, Michael Hastings, Aaron Schwartz, Bob Simon, etc. ) are now
dead via mysterious and suspicious circumstances. We have received numerous death threats and have been personally attacked
on multiple occasions including getting our car rammed and drive-by death threats. Some of those victims may have been
murdered for whistle-blowing. Multiple senior government officials and Senators have been exposed hiring Google, YouTube,
Fusion GPS, In-Q-Tel, PsyOps, Plouffe Consulting, Cambridge Analytica, ShareBlue, Media Matters, Black Cube, Gizmodo, et
al, and other "kill services" to attack citizens in political reprisals. In fact, we report to the FBI, GAO, and Congress about such
matters. Along with the associated Congressional investigation records and FBI files, we submit, in this case, the following
books and videos, which prove these assertions:

Catch and Kill By Ronan Farrow,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catch_and_Kill:_Lies,_Spies,_and_a_Conspiracy_to_Protect_Predators
Permanent Record By Edward Snowden,
https://www.amazon.com/Permanent-Record-Edward-Snowden/dp/1250237238
Brotopia By Emily Chang,
http://brotopiabook.com/
Throw Them All Out By Peter Schweizer,
http://peterschweizer.com/books/throw-them-all-out/
The Circle (Based on Google and Facebook) By David Eggers,
https://archive.org/details/circle00dave
World Without Mind By Franklin Foer,
https://www.amazon.com/World-Without-Mind-Existential-Threat/dp/1101981113
A Journey into the Savage Heart of Silicon Valley By Corey Pein,
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/35684687-live-work-work-work-die
Disrupted By Dan Lyons,
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/26030703-disrupted
Chaos Monkeys By Antonio García Martínez,
https://www.antoniogarciamartinez.com/chaos-monkeys/
The Creepy Line By Matthew Taylor,
https://www.thecreepyline.com/
The Cleantech Crash By Leslie Stahl,
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleantech-crash-60-minutes/
Congress: Trading Stock By Steve Kroft,
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/congress-trading-stock-on-inside-information/
In a famous court case series, Congressional officials encouraged us to sue the United States Government and the Department
of Energy in a first-of-its-kind Washington DC lawsuit, which we did. In other words: The U.S. Government asked us to sue the
U.S. Government in order to correct a corruption matter in a new strategy which could give citizens as much power as a Grand
Jury. Our lawsuits made history and were a first-of-their-kind! The Secretary of Energy and his staff got fired because of it!
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The lawsuits were financed by public interest community law groups since it benefited the public as well as us. We are the first
American citizens to prove in federal court that domestic citizens had their federal funding applications influenced by political
corruption and reprisal attacks. We had lost millions of dollars when we got defrauded by the U.S. Government when they
asked us to invest in building a green manufacturing company after they had already covertly promised our federal funds to
Elon Musk, who the California and Federal officials owned the stock in, partied with, shared staffing with, got revolving door
contracts from, owned the suppliers for and conduit-ed campaign finances through, as FBI and SEC evidence proves! We have
yet to be compensated for those damages from the government defrauding, much less the damages from the state-sponsored
attacks.
We won our federal case proving political corruption influences citizen applications for government funds and permanently
posted the corruption expose documents on public record for the world to see. We may be the only people on federal record in
which the federal court has referred to an agency “infected by political corruption” and political reprisals. Our team made new
legal court precedents and laws. Millions of consumers have joined us in a Wikipedia-like ‘Citizen Sleuth’ forensic
investigation of the culprits.
There should be no question, that our government rights and benefits have been influenced by political parties who want
revenge. There should be no question about the fact that we are owed money for our damages. Any government official reading
this letter must know that it is part of their legal obligation to take action to get us: the domestic, natural-born, citizen taxpayer,
crime victims, our money!
The MULTIPLE cases our peers launched create a precedent. Millions of dollars of legal and law enforcement research are now
posted on PACER.GOV, and in The National Archives, proving our assertions of crony political payola and reprisal attacks by
government officials at federal agencies. We encourage you to call The White House press office, today, to ask them about the
proofs they hold of such abuses, “Spygate’s” and weaponizations of federal offices for political purposes against everybody
from The President of the United States, to non-profit groups, to us!… all to cover-up an epic stock market crime!
We have proven that there were massive conflicts-of-interest with past government reviewers on our case, including felonyclass SEC violations, covert stock ownership's by Senators, revolving door bribes, shell company off shore tax evasion and
other crimes.
Our peers have posted globally online (in hundreds of thousands of mirror nodes read by the FBI and Congressional
investigators daily), and presented to government offices, in writing and on hard drives, MILLIONS of pages of evidence from
Congress, federal and private investigators, 60 Minutes and other famous journalists and witness testimony. The assertions are
beyond reproach, and true, unless someone refuses to hear the truth due to a political agenda.
Our promised benefits have STILL yet to be provided to us and every action by ‘authorized public officers’, so far, has
succeeded in harming us or blockading our rights. This cover-up is a violation of our human, U.S. and California Constitutional
rights. We put our life on the line for our country and we more than earned the benefits that we are asking for, plus damages,
interest and back-fees!
We demand better!

BCC: White House, FBI, SEC, FTC, Congress, DE, GH, DC-DOc2, Investigative news insiders, ‘Dead-man switch’ insurance
repositories, OSC, CFTC, MD, NARA
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